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Abstract

Around 110,000 people spend time in critical care units in England and Wales each year. The transition of care from the intensive care unit to the general ward exposes patients to potential harms from changes in healthcare providers and environment. Nurses working on general wards report anxiety and uncertainty when receiving patients from critical care.

An innovative form of enhanced capability critical care outreach called 'iMobile' is being provided at King's College Hospital (KCH). Part of the remit of iMobile is to review patients who have been transferred from critical care to general wards. The iMobile team wished to improve the quality of critical care discharge summaries.

A collaborative evidence-based quality improvement project was therefore undertaken by the iMobile team at KCH in conjunction with researchers from King's Improvement Science (KIS). Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA) methodology was used. Three PDSA cycles were undertaken.

Methods adopted comprised: a scoping literature review to identify relevant guidelines and research evidence to inform all aspects of the quality improvement project; a process mapping exercise; informal focus groups / interviews with staff; patient story-telling work with people who had experienced critical care and subsequent discharge to a general ward; and regular audits of the quality of both medical and nursing critical care discharge summaries.

The following behaviour change interventions were adopted, taking into account evidence of effectiveness from published systematic reviews and considering the local context: regular audit and feedback of the quality of discharge summaries, feedback of patient experience, and championing and education delivered by local opinion leaders.

The audit results were mixed across the trajectory of the project, demonstrating the difficulty of sustaining positive change. This was particularly important as critical care bed occupancy and through-put fluctuates which then impacts on work-load, with new cohorts of staff regularly passing through critical care. In addition to presenting the results of this quality improvement project, we also reflect on the lessons learned and make suggestions for future projects.

Problem

Critical care areas in acute hospitals are for patients whose condition is life threatening and who require continuous support, treatment, and monitoring. Staffing levels are higher than on general wards and specialist equipment and expertise is available. Patients may be admitted to critical care beds when they are seriously acutely unwell (unplanned or emergency admissions) or following major surgery (planned or elective admissions).

Nationally, there is excess demand for critical care beds. The introduction of the iMobile (critical care outreach and referrals) service at King's College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust (KCH) in September 2013 was designed to alleviate some of the problems relating to high admission rates to critical care and anxieties around detecting and caring for the deteriorating patient. iMobile has four key functions:

1. Rapid response to deteriorating patients on general wards followed by stabilisation and transfer to critical care
2. Proactive outreach advisory and education service for staff on general wards
3. Delivery of mobile critical care interventions and expertise on general wards (rather than within designated critical care areas)
4. Critical care discharge follow-up on general wards.

The iMobile team review every patient that has been discharged from critical care to a general ward within 48 hours of their discharge. The iMobile team wished to improve handover from critical care to a general ward as handover can be a point for loss of information. Every patient leaving critical care is required to have both a medical and a nursing handover which includes a verbal summary and a written discharge summary that passes on important information about the patient, their stay in critical care, and their on-going care requirements to the receiving ward team.
However, boxes on the written summary may be left blank when the health professional completing the discharge summary is not certain of the information required; full descriptions are not always given, and relevant information may be missing while potentially irrelevant information is included. Discharge summaries are sometimes completely missing. Staff on general wards cannot provide high quality, safe care to patients who have been critically unwell if they do not have the correct information and plan of care.

**Background**

Approximately 110,000 people spend time in critical care units in England and Wales each year.[1] More than two-thirds of these people survive to go home. The experience of critical care discharge for both patients and their families can be poor, and life following discharge can be challenging. Numerous studies suggest that patients are often particularly concerned at the point of discharge from a critical care environment to a general hospital ward.[2-5]

Staff on general wards who receive patients from critical care report feeling ill prepared to take over the care of a patient who has been recently critically ill, particularly if limitations are perceived in the handover and information contained within the case notes.[6,7] Communication barriers which result in a poor handover have frequently been named as a significant contributor to errors and adverse events.[8-13] A recent systematic review documents the challenges of safely discharging patients from critical care. A common theme drawn from synthesis of 244 papers was the importance of compiling complete and accurate information at the point of discharge to facilitate continuity of care.[14]

NICE guidelines for critical care stipulate the need for a formal, structured handover at the transition from critical care to a general ward that is individualised according to the patient’s needs and is supported by a written plan.[1,15] The NICE guidelines recommend that the plan includes:

- A summary of the critical care stay, including diagnosis and treatment
- A monitoring and investigation plan
- A plan for on-going treatment, including drugs and therapies, nutrition plan, infection status, and any agreed limitations of treatment
- Physical and rehabilitation needs
- Psychological and emotional needs
- Specific communication or language needs.

Thus there is an extensive evidence base to demonstrate the importance of high quality critical care discharge summaries and handover in delivering high quality, safe care. Therefore, a collaborative evidence-based quality improvement project was set up by iMobile staff at KCH in conjunction with researchers from King’s Improvement Science (KIS) with the aim of improving critical care discharge summaries locally and sustaining this improvement.

**What are we trying to accomplish?**

The KIS iMobile project group worked together over a ten month period to improve the availability, completeness and quality of the nursing and medical discharge summaries of patients who are discharged from critical care areas. The project aim was for all discharge summaries to be available and rated as good or excellent by September 2014. Trust authorisation was provided for the project and managerial support was given.

**Baseline measurement**

Prior to the collaboration with King’s Improvement Science, critical care staff at KCH had begun the process of improving critical care discharge summaries, but had not measured whether any difference was made as a result of the changes. Work had been undertaken to improve the written communication of treatment limitations, particularly those instituted during the spell in critical care, and to improve medicines reconciliation at the point of discharge. The KIS iMobile project team therefore devised a simple five point rating scale (with the categories: poor; somewhere between poor and good; good; somewhere between good and excellent; and excellent), to audit the availability and perceived quality, accuracy and completeness of both nursing and medical discharge summaries (please see supplementary material). This rating scale was adapted from the Electronic Discharge Summary Systems Self-Evaluation Toolkit [16] following a scoping literature review. The audit tool was used to assess the nursing and medical critical care discharge summaries of every patient that had been discharged from critical care to a general ward within a defined two week audit period.

The audits were undertaken by experienced senior nurses from the iMobile (critical care outreach) team in real-time whilst they conducted their reviews of discharged patients. The contemporaneous timing of the audit with the discharge review is important to note, since instances where the discharge summary is recorded as missing or rated poorly reflect a situation in which a patient is being cared for by a ward team who do not have the correct information and plan of care.

The baseline audit of nursing and medical critical care discharge summaries was undertaken in the last two weeks of May 2014. Discharge summaries relating to 38 patients were audited. Please see supplementary material for results tables.

Baseline audit of nursing critical care discharge summaries:

The baseline audit demonstrated that three out of 38 (8%) nursing critical care discharge summaries were missing at the time of the patient’s discharge review. A composite score of quality, accuracy and completeness demonstrated that 70% of nursing discharge summaries were achieving the required target of ‘good’ or ‘excellent’. Therefore 22% of nursing discharge summaries that were available and audited did not meet the required standard, and...
of these 4% were rated as poor.

Baseline audit of medical critical care discharge summaries:

The baseline audit showed that zero out of 38 (0%) medical critical care discharge summaries were missing at the time of the patient’s discharge review. However, medical discharge summaries should be available on both the Electronic Patient Record (EPR) and within the notes: four medical discharge summaries were present on EPR but absent from the notes and four medical discharge summaries were present in the notes but absent on EPR. A composite score of quality, accuracy and completeness demonstrated that 97% of medical discharge summaries were meeting the target standard of ‘good’ or ‘excellent’. A rating of ‘somewhere between poor and good’ was given to 3% of summaries. No medical discharge summaries were rated as poor.

Baseline audit of time taken to gather information from discharge summaries prior to reviewing the patient:

The baseline audit showed that the mean time taken by the iMobile nurses to find and read the critical care nursing and medical discharge summaries / patient notes in order to gather the information needed to review the patient was 11.2 minutes (median time 10 minutes).

See supplementary file: ds4886.pdf - “KIS iMobile - Critical care discharge summary audit tool”

Design

We selected behaviour change interventions to encourage good discharge summary completion after a review of the literature (in particular taking into account evidence of effectiveness from systematic reviews using the ‘Rx for Change’ database) [17] and discussions amongst the clinical team about what would work best in the local context and be sustainable. The following interventions were therefore selected and delivered to medical and nursing staff working in critical care.

- Regular audit and feedback of the availability and quality of discharge summaries

Two [18,19] out of four [18-21] high quality literature reviews conclude that audit and feedback is an effective behaviour change tool. Audit and feedback is thought to be most effective when: delivered promptly, combined with educational meetings, delivered by a respected person, and offered with a financial incentive.[17]

How was this implemented?

The results of the discharge summary audits were synthesised and disseminated to staff by email at the end of each PDSA cycle. Results of the audits were also presented by local opinion leaders during educational sessions. A financial incentive (£5 GBP shopping voucher) was awarded during PDSA cycles for the staff member who completed the best discharge summary.

- Feedback of patient experience. We are not aware of any high quality systematic review of the effect of feedback of patient experience on health professional behaviour change. However, the project team thought that this would be useful motivator as it was thought that some of the critical care staff lacked awareness of the patient experience at discharge.

How was this implemented?

Five patient accounts were collected by a researcher from King’s Improvement Science when patients who had experienced critical care and subsequent transfer to a general ward attended their critical care follow up appointment. The patients were opportunistically sampled. The anonymised accounts were fed back to critical care staff with patients’ written consent.

- Championing by local opinion leaders

Local opinion leaders are people who are identified by their colleagues as being influential. A high quality systematic review concludes that local opinion leaders are effective in creating behaviour change, either alone or in combination with other interventions.[22] However, a second high quality systematic review did not include enough studies to be able to draw conclusions.[23]

How was this implemented?

A critical care Matron and a number of critical care doctors (who were part of the KIS iMobile project team) offered staff regular informal support and education on the importance and content of good critical care discharge summaries.

- Delivery of educational sessions

Two high quality systematic reviews have shown that educational outreach (where a trained professional delivers teaching to individuals in their clinical setting) is effective in creating behaviour change.[24, 25] One review had mixed results.[26] One high quality review concludes that educational meetings (held with groups of people) are effective in creating behaviour change.[27] However, four high quality reviews demonstrate mixed results and a further ten reviews gathered insufficient evidence to draw conclusions.[17]. Educational sessions seem to be more effective if they are interactive.[17]

How was this implemented?

Both educational outreach (with individuals) and educational meetings (with groups) were undertaken. They were led by experienced senior critical care staff. Results of the audits were presented and examples of good quality discharge summaries were discussed. The sessions covered the requirements of good discharge summaries and the importance of this.

- Multifaceted

Use of two or more interventional strategies is generally considered to be more effective than stand-alone interventions,[28] thus the
project group adopted audit and feedback, feedback of patient accounts, championing by local opinion leaders and education. These interventions were introduced across the course of three PDSA cycles.

**Strategy**

The Model for Improvement (which incorporates Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA) methodology) was used to introduce regular audits and behaviour change interventions in a systematic fashion.29 A Gantt chart was constructed at the outset of the project to facilitate project management. Three PDSA cycles were undertaken over the course of a ten month project.

PDSA cycle 1: The planning phase comprised: a scoping literature review to identify relevant guidelines and research evidence to inform all aspects of the quality improvement project; the development of a logic model to theorise about the links between processes (what critical care staff were doing) and outcomes (eg length of stay, mortality, patient experience) and to identify gaps in the service; and a process mapping exercise to visually represent the transfer of a patient from critical care to a general ward and capture the intricacies of the barriers and enablers to effective handover of a written plan.

The first audit of medical and nursing critical care discharge summaries was undertaken in May 2014. The results of this audit were fed back to all staff working in critical care by email report and through educational sessions delivered at audit days and via championing by local opinion leaders.

PDSA cycle 2: Problems surrounding the medical and nursing critical care discharge summaries were further explored via conversations with a broad range of staff and supported by literature reviews. The literature review suggested that the existing templates for both the medical and nursing critical care discharge summaries covered the important areas as recommended by NICE. However, the feasibility of creating an electronic version of the nursing critical care discharge summary was examined. The nursing and medical discharge summaries of patients leaving critical care at KCH are separate. The medical discharge summary is electronic and part of the electronic patient record, whereas the nursing discharge summary is paper based and attached to the notes. This can make it difficult for staff on general wards to synthesise important information about patients who have recently been critically unwell. Some staff members proposed that the nursing discharge summary could be electronic in line with the medical discharge summary. The reason for the paper based system was that historically there had been lack of computers in critical care. More computers had been introduced, making an electronic nursing discharge summary feasible. The practicalities of an integrated doctor-nurse discharge summary were also discussed and the evidence base for this was reviewed. However, it was decided that having one integrated form would be logistically awkward. It would be unclear as to who had final responsibility for uploading the form, and there may be ambiguities as to whether the form had been properly signed-off by both the doctor and nurse concerned.

PDSA cycle 3: Further story-telling work with three patients who had experienced transfer from critical care to general wards was conducted. Patients were invited to talk to a researcher from King’s Improvement Science about their experience of transfer from critical care to a general ward when attending their follow up appointment. In line with published literature, the story-telling work revealed that transfer from critical care to a general ward caused anxiety and feelings of uncertainty surrounding the ward team’s ability to deliver their care. The anonymised patient stories were fed back to staff working in critical care at KCH by email with the patients’ written consent. Anecdotally, staff reported that patient stories were an important motivator.

The second two week audit of nursing and medical critical care discharge summaries was undertaken in July 2014 and the results were fed back to all staff via an email report and through presentations at audit meetings and team days. Educational sessions on the importance and content of good discharge summaries were concurrently presented at the audit day and in team meetings to support this feedback.

PDSA cycle 3: Further story-telling work with three patients was conducted by a researcher from King’s Improvement Science during the third PDSA cycle and these anonymised accounts were fed back to critical care staff with the patients’ written consent.

The third PDSA cycle started in the last week of July 2014, thus this cycle included the rotation of new junior doctors into critical care in the first week of August 2014. Specific educational sessions on the importance and content of good critical care discharge summaries were conducted during the induction of the new junior doctors and additional support was provided by local opinion leaders in person and via email reminders as it was widely anticipated that the quality of discharge summaries would decline unless targeted support was given.

The second two week audit of nursing and medical critical care discharge summaries was undertaken in September 2014. The results of the audit were fed back to all critical care staff via email report and continued to be publicised and championed through educational sessions delivered by local opinion leaders at audit days and during team meetings.

The project team are now in the process of planning for further and
sustained improvement. Important areas to be explored in future PDSA cycles or projects include reducing the number of critical care discharges that take place between 22:00 and 07:00 hours, reducing delayed discharge, preventing re-admission, re-introducing patient-held discharge summaries, and sending critical care discharge summaries to primary care providers.

Results

In total, three audits of nursing and medical critical care discharge summaries were undertaken by experienced nurses working for the iMobile (critical care outreach) team in line with three PDSA cycles. Each audit form captured information about the quality of one patient’s nursing and medical discharge summary, with 101 patients’ discharge summaries audited across the three PDSA cycles.

Baseline audit period: 19/05/14 – 01/06/14 (38 audit forms returned)
Second audit period: 10/07/14 – 24/07/14 (34 audit forms returned)
Third audit period: 01/09/14 – 14/09/14 (29 audit forms returned)

The project aim was for 100% of nursing and medical critical care discharge summaries to be available and to meet the target of being rated as good or excellent quality by September 2014. This target was not met and results across the trajectory of the three audits are mixed demonstrating the difficulty of introducing and sustaining positive change. Please see supplementary material for results tables.

The nursing critical care discharge summaries showed an initial improvement between audits one (70% meeting target) and two (82% meeting target), followed by a decline at audit three (70% meeting target). The decline at audit three was compounded by the high proportion of missing nursing discharge summaries (17% missing). Nursing discharge summaries were also missing at audits one and two (8% and 3% missing respectively). A consistent problem with nursing critical care discharge summaries was the absence of signatures from nurses on the sending and in particular the receiving wards. Signatures are important in demonstrating that a good handover has been delivered or received and understood.

The medical discharge summaries were initially of a high standard with 97% meeting the target of good or excellent. This had declined by the second audit (83% meeting target), with some improvement shown at the third audit (88.5% meeting target) but without returning to the high level observed at baseline. Across the three audits, no medical discharge summaries were rated as ‘poor’, but a small proportion were rated as ‘somewhere between poor and good’. The decline in the quality of medical discharge summaries during audit two was affected by missing discharge summaries (6% missing). No medical discharge summaries were missing at audits one and three.

The iMobile nurses were asked to record the time taken to find and read the nursing and medical discharge summaries in order to gather the information needed to review the patient for each critical care discharge review undertaken during the audit period. The hypothesis was that if the quality of discharge summaries improved, the iMobile team would spend less time searching for information and would then have more time available to spend with the patient. The data for time taken to review discharge summaries is positively skewed with most reviews taking a relatively short time and a small number of reviews taking a longer time. It is therefore necessary to look at the median time to review across the three audits: this did not change and remained consistent at 10 minutes.

The iMobile nurses were asked to provide written free text comments on the quality of each nursing and medical discharge summary reviewed. While these qualitative comments cannot be assessed as indicators of change, they do provide important context and can be used to inform future PDSA cycles. For example, a common comment was that nursing discharge summaries were often filed in the wrong place making them difficult to find. Future educational sessions should include instruction on where to file the summary. The free text comments also reveal ongoing concerns that a small number of nursing discharge summaries are illegible or have sections that are not completed.

The results suggest that nursing critical discharge summaries in particular require further overall improvement. A focus on ensuring that discharge summaries are firstly written and secondly handed over and filed correctly is recommended to enable the ward team to have access to important information about patients’ stay in critical care.

The critical care units at KCH are due to move to a new bespoke electronic clinical information system in the next several months. This quality improvement project will be continued by staff at KCH with the aim of achieving good quality discharge summaries before, during, and after transition to the new electronic system.

See supplementary file: ds4905.pdf - “KIS iMobile - Results tables”

Lessons and limitations

Despite being unable to demonstrate continuous and sustained improvement across the three audits that have been undertaken to date, we are able to consider the impact of the local context on the results, critically reflect on the methods adopted, and make recommendations for future PDSA cycles and related quality improvement projects.

Levels of bed occupancy and throughput are likely to affect the workload of staff in critical care and therefore the quality of discharge summaries. Local data demonstrated a huge increase in demand for critical care beds during 2014, particularly over the winter months. Future cycles and projects should attempt to explore the impact of this. Furthermore, staff have suggested that the mixed results observed may be due to regular changes in a significant proportion of the critical care staff due to job rotation, the use of agency and bank staff, or high turnover caused by the pressures of the environment. This highlights the challenge in developing organisational memory and the need to work towards continuous improvement rather than conducting a project that has a defined
end point.

However, we do not have enough data points at present to be able to conclude with confidence that either bed occupancy / throughput or staff rotations are linked to fluctuations in the quality of discharge summaries as this pattern may be due to some other confounding factor. Thus a key lesson learned from this project is the need for regular (and preferably continuous) measurement throughout PDSA cycles in order to better understand the trends observed. Our suggestion would be to create a shortened version of the audit that asks the auditor to record whether the medical and nursing discharge summaries were good, poor or missing. This information could be collected for every discharge review carried out by the iMobile team and recorded on the Electronic Patient Record, allowing for continuous monitoring of the quality of medical and nursing critical care discharge summaries (rather than at five week intervals).

The construction of run-charts would allow the team to better monitor and understand trends, for example examining whether the quality of discharge summaries dips when a new cohort of staff begin working in critical care and how long it then takes for the discharge summaries to meet the required standard. Educational sessions and mentoring could then be focussed during this period. Continuous measurement would therefore create a sustainable and informative quality improvement project.

The three audits of medical and nursing discharge summaries were undertaken by experienced senior nurses from the iMobile (critical care outreach) team. It appears that medical critical care discharge summaries are of a consistently higher standard than nursing critical care discharge summaries. However, it is possible that the medical discharge summaries were rated consistently higher than the nursing discharge summaries because of the professional experience of the nurses who were undertaking the audit (eg they may have been more aware of what to look for and therefore more critical of their own profession). Alternatively, the apparent difference in the quality of the medical and nursing summaries may be due to the fact that the medical summary is electronic making it easier to find and read than the paper based nursing summary. Furthermore, we were aware at the outset that asking the iMobile nurses to rate the quality of discharge summaries as part of a quality improvement project may have created a Hawthorne effect whereby ratings improve because this is what we hope will happen. However, the results do not show evidence of a Hawthorne effect as there was not a consistent trend towards improvement.

The medical critical care discharge summaries were arguably of a high standard at the start of the project, which left relatively little scope for improvement. However, anecdotal evidence had suggested that the quality of medical discharge summaries could be variable and dependent upon the cohort of junior medical staff currently working within the critical care units. Again, continuous measurement would help to establish whether the quality of discharge summaries is following another local trend.

This project could have been strengthened by introducing process measures to better understand the utility of the educational / feedback sessions that were delivered. For example, measurement of knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs about the content and purpose of critical care discharge summaries could be conducted before and after educational sessions. This would help to infer whether the implementation of educational sessions is better or worse at any given stage of the project, and whether the educational sessions lead to change in practice.

If practicable, we also recommend collecting data for clinical outcome measures, for example length of hospital stay, readmission to critical care and mortality, and other important outcomes such as patient and staff experience. Even so, it should be remembered that it is difficult to establish a causal pathway without a control group (for example, determining whether improved discharge summaries lead to better patient outcomes). In this instance we rely on the evidence base which demonstrates the importance of good critical care discharge summaries in providing high quality, safe care.

We suggest that future project teams explore the feasibility of applying a behaviour change theory or framework. During PDSA cycle 2 we explored the possibility of changing the nursing discharge summary from a paper to an electronic version. At this point in time there was strong resistance to this from nurses working in critical care; in part because of the impending clinical information system due to launch in a number of months’ time and in part due to a general reluctance to do things differently. Behaviour change theory and techniques may have helped us to better understand this resistance and support positive change. This issue also points towards the importance of carefully considering the local context and barriers to change in any quality improvement project. Our process mapping exercise undertaken during PDSA cycle 1 was helpful in this regard.

Work had been done at KCH to introduce a patient-held critical care discharge summary [29] but these are not being used at present. This could be pursued in future PDSA cycles. While the patient story-telling work was not used to assess change, anecdotal reports from staff suggest that these are a powerful motivator and it is recommended that the utility of this as a behaviour change intervention is assessed via primary / implementation science research. This quality improvement project could have benefited from involvement of patients in the project steering group. This would help to improve the likelihood that the project benefits patients and is sustainable.

The ten month collaboration between researchers at KIS and clinical staff at KCH worked well. Regular contact between KIS and iMobile was essential. Monthly meetings with the whole project team were useful to update on progress and create actions with further meetings and email / phone contact as necessary. Organisational support for the project was helpful. The strengths of KIS lay in the ‘planning’ and ‘studying’ elements of the PDSA cycle; particularly: project management and administrative support, literature reviewing to ensure that the project was evidence based, construction of the process maps, collection of patient stories, descriptive analysis of the data, and drafting the quality improvement report. The iMobile team were invaluable in the ‘doing’
and 'acting' phases of the PDSA cycles; specifically: providing in-depth knowledge about the service and local context; using clinical judgement in the conduct of audits, delivering educational sessions and local championing, and facilitating KIS team members’ access to patients and staff. While contact between KIS and iMobile was regular, the collaboration may have been further strengthened through an even closer commitment to the ‘researcher in residence’ model whereby a researcher becomes embedded within the team.[30]

In the future, we are aware of the need for strong championing of this quality improvement project to prevent it from halting in favour of other endeavours or succumbing to the vast variety of local pressures. Unlike discharge summaries that are written at the point of discharge back into the community, there are no formal targets for the completion of critical care discharge summaries aside from the targets set by this project which may make it difficult to drive sustainability. The KIS team therefore propose to re-visit this project (and re-audit in full) in six months’ time in order to maintain momentum.

Overall, the Model for Improvement [31] was a helpful approach to planning the processes involved in this quality improvement project. We supplemented PDSA cycles with project management techniques and additional quality improvement tools such as process mapping and patient story-telling.

Finally, we found the SQUIRE guidelines for reporting quality improvement projects to be helpful for both designing and reporting the results of this quality improvement project and we recommend their use by other teams.[32]

**Conclusion**

The audit results were mixed across the trajectory of the project, demonstrating the difficulty of sustaining positive change. Discharge is part of a complex system, thus a number of inter-related contextual factors are likely to underpin the quality of discharge from critical care, including staff rotation and the level of operational strain. We recommend that future PDSA cycles and quality improvement projects adopt a behaviour change theory or framework that introduces interventions designed to address the various barriers to improvement; and that continuous measurement is employed.
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